Viega pre-wall technology

The freedom to create bathrooms
without limits.

Viega.

Connected in quality.

Viega is convinced: Quality is everything. Without quality, everything means nothing.
That is why the company strives to exceed itself each and every day. By means
of regular dialogue with its customers, by developing better products and service
features and by an approach to the future that does not lose sight of its past.
Viega has been connected in quality for over 115 years. It all began with the vision of
revolutionising installation technology. With over 4,000 employees and ten locations,
we have progressed to become a global market leader in the installation technology
sector while still remaining true to our principles and setting our own high standards.
It is of importance to Viega to support its customers in their daily work. To this end,
it shares its knowledge with customers all over the world, matches materials, technology and comfort, takes time for quality management and invests in research and
development. The result: a perfectly coordinated system providing customers fast
and reliable access to over 17,000 products.
Quality is everything. Without quality, everything means nothing.
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Viega pre-wall technology

Offering a wide range of
possibilities in the bathroom.
In the last few years hardly any industry has changed as much as the plumbing trade. The formerly simple bathroom has
become a complex living space with the highest demands on design, comfort and usability. To satisfy these demands and comply
with statutory requirements is considered a challenge. A challenge however that is particularly easy to master with pre-wall
technology from Viega.

What is before the wall makes the point
Regardless whether commercial construction, a large-scale project or the creation
of a private wellness spa are concerned – the requirements on the technology
behind the wall are determined by the design wishes of the building owner before
the wall. These can include elements such as detached room partitions, sanitary
objects placed freely in the room or special solutions maximally utilising the
available space. No problem with Viega pre-wall technology.
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Multiple generations, multiple
requirements
Unusual customer wishes are not the
only new challenges for pre-wall technology. Ever more people want to have
bathroom solutions that will provide the
highest comfort even in old age. These
wishes can be fulfilled by installing
Viega pre-wall technology and individually height-adjustable WCs and washbasins and also the increasingly popular
shower WCs. Viega pre-wall technology
offers appropriate solutions for the ever
changing demand of the market.
Everything well under control
When having to adapt in everyday life to
new situations again and again, you
have be able to rely on technology. This
is why all Viega pre-wall systems are in
compliance with all common standards
and regulations. In addition, the high
quality of manufacturing and development
ensures that subjects such as sound
and fire protection are no issues.
Added value from additional service
Mature service in addition to sophisticated technology plays a decisive role in
daily work. For all pre-wall technologies
Viega offers detailed mounting instructions and information to assist in installation and make it more easy and efficient.
There are also useful tools to support
planning and configuration.
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Viega pre-wall technology

Competence that does
not have to hide.
No matter whether sound or fire protection are concerned – Viega pre-wall technology easily meets the
higher requirements in the sanitary area.

Fire protection
Fire protection is also an issue for prewall technology especially when it
comes to public buildings, e.g. hotels,
hospitals or nursing and retirement
homes. In these buildings the separating
walls of the rooms are frequently used
for sanitary installations. Some of the
Viega pre-wall systems are also suitable
as wall constructions with especially
high fire resistance classes to ensure
optimum protection.

≥ 450 mm
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 iega Eco Plus pre-wall systems
V
IFGP cladding panel, 2 x 12.5 mm
IFGP cladding panel, 1 x 12.5 mm
Mineral fibrous insulating material, 50 mm
Rockwool

High level of safety, double benefit: sectional view of double-sided assignment

One-sided assignment of a partition

Double-sided assignment of a support profile with
Viega Eco Plus elements
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Sound protection
Undesired noise emission may easily
result when using sanitary installations.
Viega pre-wall systems attenuate airborne and structure-borne sound efficiently – for quiet living and working.

Requirements
Installation
sound level
Lln
(LAFmax,10)

DIN 4109

DIN 4109,
supplementary sheet 2

LIn ≤
30 [dB(A)]

LIn ≤
25 [dB(A)]

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Requirements VDI 4100
Average
standard
maximum
level
L AFmax,nT

Apartment
buildings

Single-family
double
dwelling and
single-family
terrace
house

SSt III ≤
24 [dB(A)]

SSt III ≤
22 [dB(A)]

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Viega Eco Plus on solid wall
Diagonal transmission path (external
room requiring
sound protection)
Horizontal transmission path in
own area

20 [dB(A)]

17 [dB(A)]

SSt EB II ≤ 30 [dB(A)]
28 [dB(A)]

No requirements

24 [dB(A)]
Fulfilled

Viega Eco Plus in Knauf W 116 lightweight construction wall
Metal support profile type Knauf R’w = 49 [dB], insulation as per EnEV and DIN 1988-200, measured values on the basis of flush-stop function
Diagonal transmission path (external
room requiring
sound protection)
Horizontal transmission path in
own area

21 [dB(A)]

LIn ≤
30 [dB(A)]

LIn ≤
25 [dB(A)]

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

18 [dB(A)]

SSt III ≤
24 [dB(A)]

SSt III ≤
22 [dB(A)]

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

SSt EB II ≤ 30 [dB(A)]
29 [dB(A)]

No requirements

26 [dB(A)]
Fulfilled
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Viega concealed cisterns

The decisive technology
behind the pre-wall.
The different pre-wall systems offer custom-fit solutions for various areas of application but share the
technically identical Viega concealed cistern design. It is the core of Viega pre-wall technology and offers
maximum safety, best-possible quality and unsurpassed flexibility in every system.

1

2

3

Viega concealed cistern 2H

1 Visign for More 100 sensitive flush plate with
base frame arranged behind
2 Bowden cable unit as the connection of flush
plate and drain valve
3 Multifunctional drain valve

One technology, multiple systems
A standardised drain valve is arranged
inside the Viega cisterns that allows for
sustainable management of the precious
water resource thanks to the dual flush
technology. It can be delivered with the
full-flush volume of 6 litres which can be
increased up to 9 litres as required. The
partial flush volume however is factory-

set to 3 litres and can be increased to
4 litres. The drain valve can be changed
for all systems or replaced if necessary.
Particularly flexible
The standardised technology ensures
a level of flexibility that is only available
from Viega. All Viega pre-wall systems
are compatible with all Viega flush

plates and therefore also with all flushing
technologies. Mounting is easy thanks
to the Bowden cable technology and
there are no limitations for the selection
of the design.
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The problem solver for low pre-wall installations: Viega
concealed cistern 2L combines compact dimensions with
high performance and convinces e.g. below a window with
its maximum flush volume of 9 litres.

The specialist for corner mounting: Viega concealed corner
cistern 2C with a total volume of 7.5 litres does not only
solve problems in small bathrooms but also enables flexible
bathroom design.

The slim version with a depth of 8 cm only: Viega concealed
cistern 1F with its installation depth of 8 cm is very slim and
a maximum flush volume of 9 litres.
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Viega tablet holder

HYGIENE UNDER CONTROL.
Common toilet bowl fresheners have some disadvantages. They become insanitary over time and the cleaning products do not
get to all points in the WC ceramic and, if the worst comes to the worst, toilet bowl fresheners falling into the toilet with the
hanger may obstruct the drain. WC cleaner tablets for the concealed cistern do not have all these disadvantages. They dissolve
without residues in the water of the cistern and ensure freshness in the toilet.

Intelligent and invisible
The Viega tablet holder for flush plate
Visign for Style 10 is the hygienic and invisible solution to introduce WC cleaner
tablets into the concealed cistern. It is
located directly behind the flush plate
and can be used in an uncomplicated
way without getting into contact with the
technical components for flushing thanks
to the magnetic installation frame. Just
fold out the flush plate and insert the WC
cleaner tablets – and that’s all. It is only
necessary to remove the tablet holder
with a handgrip to get to the basket for
the tablets.

Plus factors of the Viega tablet holder
■■
■■
■■
■■

Special magnetic installation frame
Easy withdrawal gives access to the basket for cleaning tabs
Compatible with the Visign for Style 10 flush plate
Retrofittable to existing cisterns from year of construction 2007 onwards
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1

2

1 Optimised filling valve
2 Five-stage flushing throttle

Viega flushing throttle

With full flush power
against the current.
Rimless ceramics are standard these days. However, there is one disadvantage of the hygienic and attractive looking WCs: If
the flush flow is too strong, the flushing water may splash up. The Viega flushing throttle solves this problem simply and cleverly.
As standard, Viega concealed cisterns 2H, 2C and 2S with 1,130 mm construction height are equipped with the flushing throttle.

Adjusted in next to no time
The flushing throttle can be adapted to
the respective installation situation in five
steps. With a simple rotary movement,
the throttle cross-section is reduced until
no water splashes over the edge during
flushing. The amount of flushing water
stays constant, so the flushing effect
remains the same as well.
Flexible and retrofittable
The new flushing throttle is not only ideal
for rimless WC ceramics, but also for
special installations such as toddler and
baby toilets in kindergartens. Viega
cisterns that are already installed can be
retrofitted in a few minutes. The Viega
flushing throttle is also available as an
individual item for retrofitting Viega concealed cisterns that have already been
installed.

Plus factors of the Viega flushing throttle
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Intelligent problem solver
Reduces flush flow rate
Does not change the flush volume
Can be adjusted in five steps (camera shutter principle)
Included in all Viega 2S, 2C and 2S concealed cisterns with 1,130 mm
construction height
■■ Fast and easy retrofitting possible
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Viega WC flushing technology

The appropriate solution
for every flush actuation.
Viega also offers touchless actuation methods providing special comfort and at the same time increasing
the level of hygiene in addition to the classical mechanic flush actuation.

Sensitive flush actuation
The sensitive technology enables touchless and hygienic actuation. The flush
plate senses when your hand approaches
and trips flushing of the desired quantity
via a servomotor. The electronics is
combined with a maintenance-free, nonwearing Bowden cable, and is optionally
powered with mains voltage or (for retrofitting for example) by a battery. Flush
actuation is available in all Viega Visign
flush plates with the addition ‘sensitive’.

Infrared actuation
Touchless infrared flush actuation is
particularly useful for the public and
semi-public area. The system detects via
a sensor in the flush or cover plate when
a person is in the sensing range and thus
automatically when the toilet has been
used. Flushing is tripped after a minimum
dwell time when the sensing range was
left. Additional flushing can be tripped
by holding the hand in front of the infrared eye. Flush actuation is available
in flush plates Visign for Public 5 and 6.
Flush plate Visign for Public 6 is additionally equipped with the option of distinguishing between the small and large
flush volumes by means of an adjustable
length of stay (30, 60 or 90 seconds).

Electronic actuation
Especially barrier-free housing complexes as well as hospitals and nursing
homes have to be equipped with easily
accessible and easy to operate flush
actuations. Electronic flush actuation
can be activated and tripped with several
signals to easily implement individual
solutions for the barrier-free WC. The
control can be activated by various signals, such as e.g. radio signals, light
barriers, motion detectors, buttons or
make contact elements, and trip flushing.
It is also possible to wire the signals
simultaneously and in parallel using an
extension cable adapter. Electronic flush
actuation can be used in the Viega concealed cisterns and in combination with
all Visign flush plates. A mains connection in the pre-wall has to be considered
in planning.
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Viega urinal flushing technology

The big difference for small
flush volumes.
Also for urinal flushing technology Viega offers several solutions. In addition to manual flush actuation and infrared actuation it
is especially the siphon sensor technology that offers special benefits.

1

Manual flush actuation (Fig. 1)
Manual flush actuation is particularly
smooth to operate and easy to install
thanks to its small actuation stroke. As
it comes with a large variety of designs,
it always matches the Viega Visign WC
flush plates thus making it the perfect
solution for the private area.

2

Infrared actuation (Fig. 2)
Infrared actuation offers a high level of
comfort and hygiene. A sensor behind
the cover plate detects use without any
contact and automatically trips flushing.
Flush volume and sensing range can be
adjusted individually. Individuality is also
true for the design. Exquisite metal and
glass versions are available for the private
area, for the public area the scope includes a robust metal version with screw
fitting of both sides making the mechanism vandal-proof.

3

Siphon sensor technology (Fig. 3)
Automatic flush actuation without any
actuation or cover plate is ideally suited
for the public area. Here the siphon
sensor technology is particularly suitable.
A special sensor in the urinal siphon
automatically trips flushing when the urinal is used. The technology is invisible
and can be installed independent of the
ceramic model and therefore is perfectly
vandal-proof.
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Viega Visign flush plates

Getting easily in touch
with design.
Viega offers a broad scope for each field of application with the flush plates of the Viega Visign product range. All Visign flush
plates are compatible with Viega concealed cisterns and pre-wall systems. To help navigate the the abundance of options, Viega
offers an online flush plate configurator assisting in selection.

The appropriate flush plate just a few clicks away: flushplates.viega.com
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Tile-level installation

Strikingly beautiful,
installed DISCREETLY.
Timelessly elegant
Good design immediately catches the
eye without pushing its way into the
foreground. The flush plates from the
Visign for More and Visign for Style
series are also available for tile-level
installation.

The flush plate is perfectly flush with the wall thanks to tile-level installation.

State-of-the-art
The flush plate can be mounted fully flush
with the wall using the frame of 4.5 mm
depth for Visign for More and the frame
of 7 mm depth for Visign for Style. The
depth of the installation frames can be
adjusted and thus perfectly adapted to
the tile thickness. An additional functional
unit is available for flush-mounting of tiles
or natural stone as flush actuation.

The installation frame enables fast and easy installation.
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Viega Visign flush plates

A range of options
to be proud of.
The large variety of different designs, materials and colours leaves nothing to be
desired and offers the appropriate flush plate for every bathroom.

Visign for More
Thanks to high-quality materials and
excellent design the extra flat flush plate
of the Visign for More series are a real
highlight in every bathroom. The stylish
glass and metal flush plates are available
both with manual and touchless flush
actuation.

Visign for Style
The flush plates of the Visign for Style
series show that recent bathroom design
can be affordable. High functionality
together with attractive design ensure
very attractive value for money. This is
true for example for Visign for Style 12
in three glass versions each with three
different actuator variants and made
entirely of stainless steel.
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Visign for Public & Visign for Care
The flush plates of the Visign for Care
and Visign for Public series offer maximum functionality tuned to the high
requirements in the public area. The
consistently smooth surfaces facilitate
cleaning and offer best possible conditions for hygiene. High resistance
provides reliable protection against
vandalism.
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Viega pre-wall systems

Technology at a glance.
Regardless whether sound and fire protection or the design selection are concerned – every Viega pre-wall system has different
properties and advantages. The perfectly fitting system is available for every purpose and application.

Requirement

Protection/functional principle/directive

Sound protection

Requirements according to DIN 4109

Sound protection, higher requirement

Requirements according to DIN 4109, supplementary sheet 2

Sound protection

Requirements according to VDI 4100 SSt I – SSt III

Fire protection, across floors

MLAR according to the ceiling fire bulkhead principle together with Viega system shafts

Fire protection, horizontal in one floor level

Installation wall fire resistance duration in accordance with DIN EN 13501-2

Statics

Weight and loading

Multi-generation bathroom

Element, module, electric flushing

Viega Hygiene+ flushing function

Automatic water exchange in the cold potable water pipeline

Tile-level mounting of the flush plate

Combination with tile-level installation frame

De-aeration

De-aeration via flushing pipe in combination with on-site provided room fan, see page 29

Design selection

Free combination of flush plates and cisterns
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Viega Eco Plus

Viega concealed cisterns

✓

✓

✓

–

SSt III

SSt III

–

–

EI 90

–

Bidet and WC 400 kg,
washbasin and urinal 150 kg,
support hinged handles 100 kg

Bidet and WC 400 kg,
washbasin and urinal 150 kg,
support hinged handles 100 kg

Elements for WC and washbasin areas as well as fastening modules and
elements for support hinged handles and subsequently height adjustable
WC element (seat height 40 –48 cm) model 8161.22 and individually
height-adjustable washbasin element, model 8164.21

Pre-wall blocks for WC and washbasin areas

✓

✓

✓

–

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Viega Eco Plus

Quality and economy
in their element.
No matter whether individual, series,
corner or stand mounting are concerned
– the self-supporting Viega Eco Plus
elements convince through flexibility and
good optimal price-performance ratio.
Perfect preconditions for business with
corporate customers. The floor supports
are both suitable for 50 mm support
profiles and for ones with 75 mm, the
depth is steplessly adjustable and the
ceramic mounting offers four height
levels. An adjustable WC connection
elbow together with an integrated
alignment help facilitate mounting.

REASONS FOR CHOOSING VIEGA ECO PLUS
■■ Self-supporting elements for individual or line mounting as well as in the
metal support profile
■■ Easy and fast assembly with the integrated alignment help
■■ Flexible setting options provided by floor supports, installation depth,
connection elbow and ceramic mounting
■■ Attractive unit prices for high economy in the business with corporate
customers
■■ Can be combined with all Visign flush plates
■■ Individually height-adjustable variants for WC and washbasin
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1

2

7

6

3

8
5

9

4

1 Stable, self-supporting elements, consisting of a powder coated
frame. The cladding of the elements is in double layers (2 x 12.5 mm).

6 Another advantage: fitted with the water-saving Viega concealed
cistern which can be combined with all Visign flush plates.

2 T
 he fixing set for wall, rail and corner mounting of more than 45°
allows stepless depth adjustment of the elements of up to 200 mm.

7 Ensures short lengths of stroke at small tripping forces: the rocker
technology with combined Bowden cable technology.

3 F
 ast and easy mounting thanks to integrated alignment help in all
Viega Eco Plus elements.
4 T
 he extendable floor supports can be integrated in a support profile
of 50 or 75 mm.

8 F
 ire and sound protection: Viega Eco Plus comes with tested sound
protection as in DIN 4109, testing performed at the Fraunhofer
Institute for Building Physics in Stuttgart. Viega Eco Plus has a
general building inspectorate test certificate in accordance with
DIN EN 13501-2.

5 T
 he ceramic mounting can be adjusted individually and set to
a height accessible for disabled people.

9 Connection with the wastewater system is made much easier
thanks to the depth-adjustable elbow in PP.
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Viega Eco Plus corner elements

Pre-wall around the corner.
There is a solution even if space is in
rarity. The Viega Eco Plus corner element
with an installation depth of approx.
23 cm only can be mounted even in the
smallest corners and still offers high
performance. The concealed cistern is
equipped with dual flush technology
and can be combined with all Visign for
Style and Visign for More flush plates.
It can be flexibly mounted on one wall
side only and the ceramic mounting
adjusted in its height.

Plus factors of the Viega Eco Plus corner element
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Mounting even possible in corners +/- 90 °
Ideally suitable also for planning design bathrooms
Variable routing of drainpipe in the area of the standing bases
Single-side mounting with fixing on one side possible
Flush volume adjustable to 7.5 l for wastewater pipes with narrower
cross sections
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Viega Eco Plus additional elements

A WIDE RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES.
The Viega Eco Plus product range offers a variety of additional elements to be able to face every challenge in day-to-day business.
Viega Eco Plus offers all options – whether the extension of a pre-wall or increase of the level of comfort.

Viega Eco Plus support bracket
Viega offers an ideal solution to implement individual semi-height pre-wall
constructions in the sanitary area with
its support bracket from the Viega
Eco Plus product range. The support
bracket can be used to extend the
pre-wall width as desired. The height of
the support bracket can be steplessly
adjusted and is universally suitable for
construction heights from 830 mm to
1,300 mm. Thanks to the wide support
of 50 mm it is also possible to fix cladding panels edge to edge directly on
the support bracket.

Viega Eco Plus bidet element
Bidet ceramics can be easily and individually integrated into the bathroom
with the Viega bidet element. The crossbeam of the element can be adjusted
vertically from 80 to 260 mm, the wall
plate fixing horizontally from 80 to
370 mm. The fixing height is optionally
310, 330 or 350 mm at a fixing distance
between 180 and 230 mm. That way
the element is always perfectly adapted
to the ceramic. The swivelling wall plate
fixing allows additional individual setting
of the hot and cold water connections
and the alternate connection option of
the wastewater elbow offers perfect
flexibility.
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Viega Eco Plus shower WC element

IN STEP with changing trends.
Shower WCs enjoy ever increasing popularity in this country thanks to the higher levels of comfort and hygiene. However, when
it comes to installation they have clearly higher requirements as a common WC. The Viega Eco Plus shower WC element easily
meets the challenge.

All in one element
The Viega Eco Plus shower WC element
unites all connections required for a
shower WC in one element. The water
connection for the cistern is also prepared
as the shower WC as well as the necessary power connection. It also masters
the additional challenge of non-standardised connections smoothly and allows
subsequent retrofitting of shower WCs.

Light grey glass panel, much behind
Versatility and flexibility of the Viega
Eco Plus shower WC element cannot be
seen from the outside. The connections
are hidden by a noble light grey glass
panel and the shower WC is integrated
seamlessly into the design of up-to-date
bathrooms.
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Height-adjustable Viega Eco Plus elements

Adjustable to any height.
Regardless whether for a higher level of comfort or fewer barriers, the height-adjustable Viega Eco Plus elements allow adjusting
WC and washbasin to the personal needs any time. The elements are the first ones in the market to work only mechanically and
without electronics. This means that they can be installed anywhere, anytime.

Height-adjustable WC element
The WC element is height-adjustable at
the push of a button and uses a gas
pressure spring in the same way as with
an office chair. The WC ceramic is
smoothly raised when the release button is pressed. When being loaded additionally with your own body weight, it
lowers slowly. That way stepless seat
height adjustment from 40 to 48 cm is
possible. In factory, the WC element can
be combined with many ceramics up to
28 kg and a fixing distance of 180 mm
– including barrier-free variants. The gas
pressure spring can be replaced by a
stronger one for heavy ceramics.

Height-adjustable washbasin element
The height of the washbasin element can
also be steplessly adjusted from 70 and
90 cm at the push of a button. When the
release button is pressed, the washbasin
smoothly moves up. Slight counterpressure with your hands lowers it. Another
actuation of the release button locks the
washbasin safely on the desired height
level. The release button can be arranged
at any place and is that way always
reachable. The concealed connection box
already including all necessary connections is additionally integrated in the
washbasin element.

Flexibility not visible at the first glance
The setting ranges behind the elements
are covered by an elegant glass cover
plate perfectly integrating in the modern
bathroom design. A seal and a plastic
cover respectively are included for installation. To cover the opening in the prewall, the plastic cover is inserted with
silicone and fixed on the element with
screws. Then the glass cover plate is
mounted at a distance of 5 mm to the
wall and the gap closed with the allaround seal. It has to be considered that
the wall construction is max. 45 mm.
This corresponds to cladding with two
12.5-mm-IFGP cladding panels and
max. 20 mm wall covering.
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Subsequently height-adjustable WC element

PLANNING NOW
FOR THE FUTURE.

With the subsequently height-adjustable
WC elements of Viega it is possible
to think about tomorrow today already
when planning a bathroom. They allow
adjusting the seat height subsequently
between 40 and 48 cm thus being prepared for all eventualities. The element
is also available as a variant for Viega
Eco Plus.

Ideally prepared
For adjustment the ceramic is just
released by a trade professional, the
mounting height changed and the
ceramic mounted again. The WC element itself and the ceramic need
not be replaced. An additional cover
plate made of brushed stainless
steel is available to cover the setting
range in the pre-wall.
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Odour extraction

Extracts before
SMELLS DEVELOP.
Viega offers a special flushing pipe elbow
for direct connection with a ventilation
system to reduce odour nuisance in inner
bathrooms and frequently used WC
systems. Odours are extracted when the
ventilation starts up, additional aeration
with windows or openings is redundant.
When using Viega WC pre-wall elements
and modules with construction height
1,130 mm, only the factory-mounted
flushing pipe elbow needs to be replaced.

Assembly instructions
The connection of the flushing pipe elbow
with the ventilation has to be implemented water tight up to 100 mm above the
cistern, to allow the discharge of arising
condensate in the WC ceramic. Direct
connection with Aluflex or spiral-seam
pipe is not permissible.

Overview of WC elements/modules
Flushing pipe
elbow

Pre-wall element

Model

Art. no.

Viega Eco Plus WC element

8161.2

606 664,
704 070

Viega Eco Plus WC element

8310.26

610 883

Viega Eco Plus WC element
with 4.5 litres full-flush volume

8161.45

686 154

Model
8310.78

Viega Eco WC element
for floor-standing WC

8161.15

705 831

article number
476 663

Universal shower WC element

8161.20

736 859

Viega Eco WC element

8180.26

606 688
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Concealed connection box for washbasins

All in one and one for all.
More space below the washbasin and more room for bathroom design: this is what the Viega concealed connection box offers.
It combines all the required connection components in one elegant box.

No room for barriers
The additional space under the washbasin is not only interesting for modern
bathroom design. It’s not for nothing that
the concealed connection box is already
integrated in the height-adjustable Viega
Eco Plus washbasin element.

Fully equipped
Regulating angle valves for cold and hot
water are located in the concealed connection box, as well as an odour trap,
cable inlet for power connection and
a connection for wastewater pipes DN 40
and DN 50. Also a looped-in line con-

nection can be easily implemented. The
concealed connection box is available
for the Viega Eco Plus pre-wall systems.
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Barrier-free products

Nothing and nobody forgotten.
Regardless whether due to old age or physical or mental handicaps – many people need special support in the seemingly most
simple everyday things. With the barrier-free solutions of Viega this support can be easily integrated in every bathroom.

WC elements
All Viega WC elements and modules with
the construction height of 1,130 mm
come with an integrated height adjustment for ceramic mounting. That way
normal WC elements can be easily set
to a barrier-free height level. Separate
stocking or ordering respective special
versions is not necessary. Fasteners can
be additionally mounted on the elements
for subsequent installation of support
hinged handles.

Washbasin elements
The washbasin modules and elements
with concealed odour trap make an
additional contribution to remove barriers.
The space saved under the washbasin
allows wheelchair users to drive under
it easily.

Mechanical remote actuation
With the remote actuation flushing can
be actuated with the aid of a Bowden
cable with an actuation button located
at a distance of up to 1.70 m. This allows
arranging the flush actuation at easily
accessible places.
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